Mortgage Reporting and Research

Heitman Analytics has been North America’s most
trusted mortgage reporting resource for more than 25
years. We provide financial professionals with the most
accurate retail, wholesale, and correspondent mortgage
rates, volume, fees, competitive intelligence analysis and
reporting. From industry-wide data aggregation to
specific topical and regional analysis of mortgage pricing,
Heitman Analytics helps you make the most informed
real-time lending and pricing decisions with the highest
degree of certainty.
On a daily basis our reports actively track the movement
of scores of lenders and analyze thousands of adjustments and rate sheet price points. Heitman Analytics then
packages and delivers the resulting pricing reports for:

Attention to detail is the primary focus
of every Heitman Analytics report.
Every price, every number, every movement
is held up to the highest standards of
quality control. This is how we provide
financial professionals with consistent,
reliable and accurate information
you need to grow your business.

800-727-7346 | www.heitmananalytics.com

• Single-Family Retail
• Broker Loans & Correspondent Lending
• Consumer Loan Products
• Loan Fees
• Custom Requests
Over the past 25 years, Heitman Analytics has become
the industry leader in mortgage analytics reporting by
combining competitive pricing, volume and credit policy
analysis in more than 50 major markets across the US,
and delivering it immediately to our clients in the field.

About the
Company

Heitman Analytics
offers solutions for a
range of lender and
broker challenges.
Over the past 25 years, Heitman Analytics
has surveyed financial professionals in
various markets and disciplines for the
most critical reporting features, and has
tailored our information delivery systems
to meet your most important needs.
Financial professionals can initiate
competitive research on mortgage pricing,
volume and lending trends, and quickly
filter the data results on an as-needed
basis to create custom reports. At
Heitman Analytics, we encourage our
clients to contact us directly for
customized reporting, pricing surveys
and specialized product information.

Heitman Analytics helps lenders, brokers and agents make smarter, safer lending
decisions by providing real-time mortgage pricing reports along with risk-based
policy analysis. The keys to our success and endurance lie in the quality and
depth of our reporting, swift delivery into the marketplace and our methods of
aggregating competitive mortgage pricing and volume.

Lender Challenge
Lenders and brokers face
the every day challenges
of issuing GFEs that are
appealing to clients and
profitable to execute.

Heitman Solution
Heitman Analytics reports
track the activity of scores
of lenders and analyze
thousands of adjustments
and rate sheet price points
on a daily basis.

Today’s financial market has
made competition intense,
with more lenders competing
for less business.

Our daily reports offer critical
mortgage pricing information
on a wide range of products,
to help you make informed
lending decisions.

With more borrowers looking
for refinancing solutions,
lenders need quick access to
highly specialized data.

Heitman Analytics offers
custom reports on lender
trends, purchase and
refinance specials, locks and
fees with lightning-fast
turnaround times.

Financial services clients are
demanding more: better
rates, better service, and
more packaged solutions.

Heitman Analytics has built
its more than 25-year
reputation on personalized
service and an unwavering
commitment to accuracy.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE HEITMAN ANALYTICS REPORTS
We provide multiple mortgage-related products, including:
• Pricing reports
• Pricing summaries
• Risk-based adjustor information
• Volume reports
• Market movement/trend reports
• HELOC & HELOAN reports
• Lender-based loan fees
• Mystery mortgage shopping surveys
• Construction to Permanent (C-P) Analysis

GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS
2233 Willamette Street | Eugene, OR 97405
800-727-7346
www.heitmananalytics.com

